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We find inspiration in everyday life. The more we 
pay attention to details around us, the more we 
discover. Remember gliding down, arms out, feet 
up, wanting more?

We used the same principle for our new  
gravity-feed Kinetic Shelf. The patented Kinetic 
Shelf is a low-friction, product-facing system  
that allows products to stay in motion and glide  
easily down a sloped surface, resulting in  
effortless accessibility.

Keep your inventory moving with the Kinetic Shelf.

The inspiration  
behind our 
kinetic shelfs

PAT E N T E D  



Product advantages
Self Facing
Keeping your products neatly 
organized and easily accessible 
can be a daunting task. Attract new 
shoppers and keep your inventory 
organized with the Kinetic Shelf’s 
customizable and simple product-
facing solution.  The easy-to-install 
Kinetic Shelf’s dividers insert into 
front and back slots anywhere 
along the length of the shelf. The 
Kinetic Shelf is designed to meet 
all standard retail shelf depths.
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 ◆ Showcases brands with self-facing shelving

 ◆ Features flexible shelf design

 ◆ Reduces labor costs

 ◆ Maximizes shelf space

 ◆ Provides easy installation and maintenance  
– no tools required

Features

well adjusted

Securely locked front fence keeps 
products in place

Extruded aluminum rail for shelf  
support and structure

Track allows divider  
placement every 1/16”



Kinetic Shelf

Maximizing Space
Managing shelf space is critical for 
retailers to attract customers and 
to optimize profit. The Kinetic Shelf 
faces products with a minimal-to-
no rise on the shelf, maximizing 
merchandising space.  The 
Kinetic Shelf features adjustable 
shelf lanes so you can design 
the shelf space to your needs.
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Product Flexibility
Looking for a cost effective way to 
manage products that are typically 
difficult to face and handle? The 
flexible Kinetic Shelf supports 
larger items that don’t usually fit 
into shelf management systems –                                                                                  
beating weaker traditional product 
pusher systems. The Kinetic Shelf 
easily faces a variety of product 
sizes with its ultra-slick surface for 
smooth, low-friction movement.

Multiple depths 
or custom  
sizes available    

Silicone-embedded shelf 
for maximum performance

Easily adjustable dividers  
for optimizing planograms



Kinetic Wire Shelf
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Keep shelf areas organized and products accessible 
using the Kinetic Wire Shelf.  The Kinetic Wire Shelf is  
a complete shelving system that handles heavy-
duty products.  Weight-tested to handle 
up to 100 pounds, the Kinetic Shelf can 
easily face products with the 

7º angle standard needed to gravity-feed products. 
Flexible and durable, the Kinetic Wire Shelf’s dividers   
quickly install along the shelf to adjust to the size of 

your merchandise. The Kinetic Wire Shelf installs 
in seconds and fits into standard gondola 
uprights with no mounting tools required. 

get wired

Same infinite adjustability 
in dividers and depths as the  
extruded plastic Kinetic Shelf



being forcefully pushed forward like competitive 
pushers. The Kinetic Shelf’s near-frictionless 

surface ensures merchandise stays properly 
faced and accessible to customers. You don’t 
need additional mounting components or 
fasteners to install the Kinetic Shelf’s 
pusher and divider. Simply insert the 
lightweight pusher and divider into the shelf 
where you’d like your merchandise set up. 

Kinetic Shelf Pusher
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need a push
Regain valuable merchandising space and maximize 
profit with the all-in-one Kinetic Shelf pusher 
and divider. With the Kinetic Shelf pusher 
and divider, shelves don’t need to be 
angled, but can be placed flat — 
which helps you get the most out 
of your retail space. Products 
easily glide forward without 

Also compatible with the  
extruded plastic Kinetic Shelf



8181 Darrow Road
Twinsburg, OH 44087

Phone  800.422.2547   call toll free in North America
Fax   800.422.2502  fax us your purchase order
Web www.siffron.com   buy and find resources online

Ordering is easy!

Kinetic Shelf
Organized and accessible gravity-feed  
shelf management


